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Introducing Streaming Client in AGFA HealthCare Enterprise Imaging  
– a groundbreaking leap forward for health systems.  

Experience a new era of patient care where diagnoses are made faster and confidence 
soars. With this web-based technology, AGFA EI makes images available in near  
real-time, empowering all members of the care team to work seamlessly together.

Streaming is more than a feature — it’s a new way of thinking about imaging.

AGFA HealthCare Streaming Technology

Say goodbye to routing data to different systems and 

welcome streaming technology that brings the user 

directly to the information requested. Experience a 

super-fast display of even the largest studies - all within 

near real-time. 

Utilizing the Imaging Health Network™ (IHN), images 

are broadcasted to users from a centralized and/or node 

distributed streaming network without the need for 

multi-hop routing to the end user.

AGFA HealthCare Enterprise Imaging is designed for 

collaboration. In one system, radiologists, cardiologists, 

and more can do everything. From reading and 

interpreting images to diagnosing patients, it’s all 

happening in one place.

Even better: This work can take place 
on any device that has an Internet 
connection.  

Working at home, in the clinic, or out of town? Distance 

doesn’t matter with Streaming. Break free from 

geographic constraints and open a bigger pool of 

caregivers to support patient care across affiliate 

organizations and beyond. 

https://www.agfahealthcare.com/imaging-health-network/
https://www.agfahealthcare.com/enterprise-imaging-platform/
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Enterprise Imaging Streaming Client is bringing the 
care community closer than ever. 

Speed counts, especially in the most critical situations.

Let’s take the example of  a child who is brought into a community hospital with a 

severe head injury. With AGFA HealthCare Enterprise Imaging in place, the 

emergency physician can quickly consult a pediatric neurosurgeon to review the 

image and provide vital information that helps the local team prepare for 

lifesaving surgery.  

The introduction of streaming is the next step in creating a one-of-a-kind 

community of care: an Imaging Health Network™ (IHN). This approach to 

interconnected care serves as a catalyst to business, clinical, and professional 

growth across the entire health system – regardless of location, time of day, or 

type of device. 

 � Access studies seamlessly without the challenge of 

fetching or moving them

 � Witness the same high-quality experience of a high 

end clinical machine on virtually any device

 � Perform remote reading from virtually anywhere, 

allowing flexibility

 � Collaborate in real-time with other members of the 

care team

 � Feel confident that AGFA HealthCare Enterprise 

Imaging will display any image from any affiliated 

storage location within the Imaging Health 

Network™

 � Access studies virtually anywhere with the click of a 

button

 � Experience true zero-footprint application – 

No downloads.  No installs. No plugins.

 � Significantly reduce IT infrastructure demands

 � CPU-based rendering eliminates the need for 

expensive GPU servers or client-side GPUs

 � Dramatically reduce IT costs related to client 

management, installations, and downloads

 � Eliminate slowdowns from integrations and enable 

affiliates everywhere

 � Save time supporting applications with many use 

cases on one application

 � Free up valuable time for developing IT strategies 

that align with business goals

For Health Professionals For IT Professionals

https://www.agfahealthcare.com/enterprise-imaging-platform/
https://www.agfahealthcare.com/imaging-health-network/
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Ready to unlock the future
of patient care? 

Discover the possibilities of AGFA HealthCare Enterprise Imaging 
today at agfahealthcare.com/streaming

or email enterpriseimaging@agfa.com

We’re looking forward to working together to develop a system that 
enables your teams to become more productive and more satisfied. 

https://www.agfahealthcare.com/streaming/
mailto:enterpriseimaging@agfa.com

